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Abstract. Information push is today an approach widely used for infor-
mation dissemination in distributed systems. Under information push, a
Web data source periodically (or whenever some relevant event arises)
broadcasts data to clients, without the need of an explicit request. In
order to make information push usable in a large variety of applica-
tion domains, it is however important that the authenticity and privacy
requirements of both the receiver subjects and information owners be
satisfied. Although the problem of confidentiality has been widely in-
vestigated, no comparable amount of work has been done for authen-
ticity. In this paper, we propose a model to specify signature policies,
specifically conceived for XML data. The model allows the specification
of credential-based signature policies, supporting both single and joint
signatures. Additionally, we provide an architecture for supporting the
generation of selectively encrypted and authenticated XML document,
ensuring at the same time the satisfaction of both access control and
signature policies.

1 Introduction

Today the Web is becoming the main means to exchange information. This is
not only true for private users, but also for companies and organizations that are
today using the Web as the main dissemination means. Information dissemina-
tion often takes the form of documents that are made available at Web servers,
or that are actively broadcast by Web servers to interested clients. This last
dissemination mode, which is usually referred to as information push, is today
becoming more and more attractive since it fits very well with the Web char-
acteristics. According to the push approach a document source periodically (or
whenever some relevant event arises) broadcasts data to clients, without the need
of an explicit request. Clearly, information push must satisfy the authenticity
and confidentiality requirements of both the receiving subjects and information
owners. In this scenario, XML [7] plays a crucial role, since it is today becoming
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the standard for data representation and exchange over the Web. Although the
problem of XML document confidentiality has been widely investigated and sev-
eral access control models have so far been defined [5], no comparable amount of
work has been carried out for providing a comprehensive solution to XML docu-
ment authenticity. In particular, whereas several signature techniques are today
available allowing the data receiver to verify the authenticity of the data, no
comprehensive solutions exist encompassing all aspects of the signature process
and fitting with different information dissemination strategies. We believe that
a first requirement is the definition of a model supporting the specification of
signature policies. A signature policy has to specify which subject(s) must sign
a document (or document portion(s)). The main difference between an access
control policy and a signature policy is that the first expresses the possibility
of exercising a privilege on a given document, whereas the second expresses the
duty of signing a document or a document portion. Thus, a first contribution of
this paper is the definition of a model for specifying credential-based signature
policies. To this purpose we extend X -Sec, an XML-based language previously
proposed by us in [4] for the specification of access control policies.
The signature policies we have defined are of two different types: single and joint.
Single signature policies require the signature of a single subject on a document,
or document portions. A joint signature is by contrast required when the same
document portion must be signed by several subjects. This could be the case
for instance of a travel approval that must be signed by both the administrative
manager and the technical manager. In the paper, we focus on those scenarios in
which independent joint signatures of the same document portion are required.
Additionally, we provide an architecture, and related algorithms, supporting the
generation of encrypted and authenticated XML documents, which ensures at
the same time the satisfaction of both access control and signature policies. The
architecture builds on an approach previously proposed by us [3] for access con-
trol within information push, which is based on encrypting different portions of
the same document according to different encryption keys, on the basis of the
specified access control policies, and selectively distributing these keys to the
various subjects in such a way that each subject receives all and only the de-
cryption keys corresponding to the authorizations he/she has on the considered
document. In this paper, we extend this framework to authenticity. The idea is
to sign different portions of the document with different signatures, according to
the specified signature policies. This is a non trivial extension, since the portions
to which the same signature must be applied can be different from the portions
that must be encrypted with the same key for confidentiality purposes, and this
must be carefully considered to obtain a document encryption that is correct
w.r.t. both access control and signature policies. In the paper, we present two
alternative strategies for encrypting and signing a document and we discuss the
advantages and the drawbacks of both the approaches.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly reviews the
main characteristics of X -Sec. Section 3 introduces signature policies. Section 4
presents the system architecture we have developed in order to support the
generation of encrypted and authenticated XML documents, according to the
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<Employee dossier Emp ID=“EID”>
<Resume Date=“8/8/2000”>

<Personal Data Name=“John” . . . >
<Reserved>

<Health> . . . </Health>
<Criminal> . . . </Criminal>

</Reserved>
</Personal Data>
<Education>

<Qualification> . . . </Qualification>
. . .

</Education>
<Activity >

<Professional Experience> . . . </Professional Experience>
. . .

</Activity>
</Resume>
<Evaluation>

<Manag Eval> . . . </Manag Eval>
<Board Dir Eval> . . . </Board Dir Eval>
<HR Eval> . . . </HR Eval>

</Evaluation>
<Career>

<Position Role=“Secretary” Salary=“1000” Date=“8/8/2000”/ >
. . .

</Career>
</Employee dossier>

Fig. 1. An example of XML document

specified access control and signature policies. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Finally, Appendix A contains some of the algorithms developed for our system,
whereas Appendix B reports the proof of the formal results stated in the paper.

2 Credentials and Access Control Policies

X -Sec is an XML-based language for specifying credentials and credential-based
access control policies [4]. In this paper we extend X -Sec with the possibility of
specifying signature policies. Before going into the details of this extension, we
provide a brief overview of X -Sec [4]. In the following, we assume that an XML
source S is given. In explaining the policies and throughout the paper we use
as running example the XML document illustrated in Figure 1. It models an
employee dossier, that provides information on employee’s activities within an
organization. The document contains the employee’s resume, the evaluation of
the employee activities, and information about his/her career within the organi-
zation. The Resume element contains both general information on the employee
and reserved data, about his/her health and criminal record. The Evaluation
element contains three evaluations on the employee performance, modeled with
three distinct subelements. The first contains the evaluation made by the man-
ager of the employee, the second contains the evaluation of the members of board
of directors, and the third the evaluation made by the head of the human re-
sources department. Finally, the Career element provides information on the
employee’s position(s) in the organization hierarchy.

2.1 X -Sec Credentials

To make the task of credential specification easier, X -Sec groups credentials
with similar structure into credential types. In X -Sec, a credential type is a
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acc _policy_ spec+

acc _policy_base

CDATA CDATA

CDATA

CDATA
target path

   p riv

prop_opt

cred _expr

obj _spec

id

ID CDATA

type

CDATA

Attribute Parent node Value
id acc policy spec it identifies an

access control policy
cred expr acc policy spec Xpath compliant

expression on X -profiles
priv acc policy spec it specifies the access

control policy access mode
type acc policy spec it specifies whether the

access control policy is
positive or negative

prop opt acc policy spec it specifies the propagation
option of the policy

target obj spec it denotes the DTD/XML-
Schema/document to
which the policy applies

path obj spec it denotes selected portions
in the target document(s)

Fig. 2. (a) Graph representation of the X -Sec access control policy base template and
(b) Attribute description

DTD, where simple properties of a credential are modeled as empty elements
and composite properties as elements with element content, whose subelements
model composite property components. A credential is an instance of a credential
type and specifies the set of property values characterizing a given subject against
the credential type itself.

To simplify the process of evaluating subject credentials against access control
and signature policies, all the credentials a subject possesses are collected into
an XML document, called X -Profile [4].

2.2 X -Sec Access Control Policies

X -Sec provides an XML based template for specifying credential-based access
control policies. Figure 2(a) gives the graph representation of the template. Ac-
cording to such DTD, policy specifications are modeled as empty elements,
acc policy spec, with one subelement, obj spec, and five attributes, whose
semantics is described in Figure 2(b). The template allows the specification of
both positive and negative access control policies. The subjects to which a pol-
icy applies are denoted by imposing conditions on his/her credentials and cre-
dential properties. These conditions, called credential expressions, are expressed
through XPath compliant expressions [7] against X -profiles. By contrast, the
obj spec element allows the specification of the protection objects to which a
policy applies. It contains two attributes: target, denoting the name of an XML
document/DTD/XML-Schema, and path, which is an XPath compliant expres-
sion selecting specific portions within the target on the basis of both its structure
and its contents. Access control policies can be of two different types: browsing
policies, that allow subjects to see the information in a document and/or to
navigate through its links, and authoring policies that allow the modification of
XML documents under different modes. A detailed description of these privilege
can be found in [3]. Additionally, the template allows the specification of differ-
ent propagation options in order to reduce the number of access control policies
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that need to be defined. Propagation options state how policies specified on a
given element of a DTD/XML-Schema/document hierarchy propagate (partially
or totally) to lower levels. Two different types of propagation are provided: im-
plicit and explicit propagation. According to default implicit propagation, policies
specified on a DTD/XML Schema propagate to all the DTD/XML Schema in-
stances, and policies specified on a given element propagate to all attributes and
links of the element. Additionally, the Security Administrator (SA) can state
an explicit propagation option in the policy specification by n ∈ N ∪ {∗}. This
symbol indicates the “depth” of the propagation: i) if n is equal to ‘* ’, then
the access control policy propagates to all the direct and indirect subelements of
the element(s) specified in the object specification; ii) if n is equal to 0, then no
propagation of the policy is enacted; iii) if n ≥ 1, then the policy propagates to
the subelements of the element(s) specified in the policy specification, that are
at most n levels down in the document/DTD/XML-Schema hierarchy.

An access control policy base, denoted as ACPB, is therefore an XML docu-
ment instance of the X -Sec access control policy base template. Each policy in
the ACPB is uniquely identified by an id attribute assigned when the policy is
specified. Given an ACPB, we associate with it the set of access control policy
identifiers, defined as follows:

Π(ACPB) = {acpi | i = id, where id is the ID attribute of an acp in ACPB}
This notation is necessary to distinguish access control policies identifiers from
signature policies ones.

Example 1. Figure 3 presents an example of ACPB, defined for a source S con-
taining the XML document in Figure 1. The first access control policy authorizes
the managers to view all the documents in S, having the DTD specified by the
target attribute. The second policy authorizes an employee to view all the in-
formation about his/her resume, his/her position within the organization. The
third access control policy authorizes the head of the human resources depart-
ment to view the corresponding evaluation in the employee dossier and all the
information about employee’s resume and career within the organization. The
fourth policy allows each member of the board of directors to view the corre-
sponding evaluation, and the employee’s information contained in the document.
Finally, the fifth policy states an exception to the fourth policy preventing the
members of the board of directors to view employee’s reserved data and salary.
In this example, Π(ACPB) = {acp1, acp2, acp3, acp4, acp5}.

3 Signature Policies

In this section, we extend X -Sec to the support of signature policies.

3.1 X -Signature Policy Base Template

Signature policies state which subjects’ categories have to sign which document
portions within a document source. Signature policies are specified according
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<acc policy base>
<acc policy spec id=1 cred expr=“//Manager” priv=“ browse all” type=“grant”

propt opt=“*”/ >
<obj spec target=“Employee dossier.dtd” path=“/Employee dossier//”/ >

<acc policy spec/ >
<acc policy spec id=2 cred expr=“//Employee” priv=“browse all” type=“grant”

propt opt=“*”/ >
<obj spec target=“Employee dossier.xml” path=“//Resume[Emp ID=credID]|

//Position[Emp ID=credID]”/ >
<acc policy spec/ >
<acc policy spec id=3 cred expr=“//HR head ” priv=“view” type=“grant”

propt opt=“*”/ >
<obj spec target=“Employee dossier.xml” path=“//HR eval| //Resume|//Career”/ >

<acc policy spec/ >
<acc policy spec id=4 cred expr=“//Board dir member” priv=“view” type=“grant”

propt opt=“*”/ >
<obj spec target=“Employee dossier.xml” path=“//Board dir eval|//Resume|
//Career”/ >

<acc policy spec/ >
<acc policy spec id=5 cred expr=“//Board dir member” priv=“view” type=“deny”

propt opt=“*”/ >
<obj spec target=“Employee dossier.xml” path=“//Reserved|//@salary”/ >

<acc policy spec/ >
</acc policy base>

Fig. 3. An example of access control policy base

to the XML policy base template defined in what follows. In the definition of
the template we denote with Label a set of element tags and attribute names,
and with Label∗ a set of strings obtained through the concatenation of names
in Label and a symbol in {*,+,?}.

Definition 1. (X -Signature policy base template). An X -Sec signature
policy base template X -spt is a tuple (vspt, Vspt, Espt, φEspt), where:
– vspt is the root element denoting the whole policy base;
– Vspt = V e

spt

⋃
V a
spt is a set of nodes representing element and attribute types.

In particular, vspt has one or more direct children, belonging to V e
spt, each

of which models a signature policy specification. Such node, called
sign policy spec, has two subelements, subj spec and obj spec, and three
attributes: id, duty and prop-opt. Figure 4(b) provides the specification of
all the attributes in the signature policy base template;

– Espt ⊆ Vspt × Vspt is a set of edges, where e ∈ Espt represents an element-
subelement or an element-attribute relationship;

– φEspt : Espt → Label∗ is the edge labeling function. In particular the edge en-
tering vspt is labeled with sign policy base; the edge entering the (unique)
direct child of vspt is labeled sign policy spec+, to denote the fact that this
node is repeatable.

Figure 4(a) gives the graph representation of the signature policy base tem-
plate. We omit the description of some attributes specified in the signature policy
base template that are analogous to those of the access control one. The only
difference is attribute duty and element subj spec. Attribute duty specifies the
kinds of signature policy. It can assume two distinct values: sign and joint sign
(in the following we denote with D the set {sign, joint sign}). The sign duty
imposes that a subject, whose X -profile satisfies the credential expression in the
signature policy must sign the document portions to which the policy applies.
The joint sign duty can be thought of as an extension of the previous one, to
include the possibility of applying a joint signature by more than one subject on
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sign_policy_ spec+

sign_policy_base

CDATA CDATA

CDATA

CDATA

subj _spec

target path

duty

prop_opt

cred _expr +

content

obj _spec

id

ID

Attribute Parent node Value
id sign policy spec it identifies a signature

policy
duty sign policy spec it specifies the signature

mode required by the policy
prop opt sign policy spec it specifies the propagation

option of the policy
target obj spec it denotes a DTD

/XML-Schema/document
to which the policy applies

path obj spec it denotes selected portions
within the target

Fig. 4. (a) Graph representation of the X -Sec signature policy base template, and (b)
Attribute description

the same protection objects. It imposes that, for each credential expression spec-
ified in the signature policy, one subject, whose X -Profile satisfies the specified
credential expression, signs the protection objects to which the policy applies. To
support both single and joint signatures, the subj spec element contains one or
more cred expr elements, whose content is an XPath compliant expression on
X -Profiles. If duty=sign, the subj spec element contains only one cred expr
element. By contrast, if duty=joint sign, the subj spec contains a list of
cred expr subelements. In this paper, we take into account only those scenarios
in which independent signatures are required; thus, we do not impose any order
in which multiple signatures must be applied on the same nodeset.

3.2 Signature Policy Base

A signature policy base is an instance of the signature policy base template
previously introduced, as formalized by the following definition.

Definition 2. (X -Sec signature policy base). Given an X -Sec signature pol-
icy base template X-spt, an X -Sec signature policy base is a valid XML docu-
ment with respect to X-spt.

Like access control policies, signature ones are uniquely identified by an id,
assigned at the time of their insertion. Given a signature policy base SPB, we
associate with it the set of signature policies identifiers, defined as follows:

Π(SPB) = {spi | i = id, where id is the ID attribute of a sp in SPB}

Example 2. Figure 5 presents an example of a SPB, defined for a source S
containing the XML document in Figure 1. The first signature policy imposes
that each employee signs his/her resume; according to the second policy, the
manager must sign the employee’s evaluation. The third signature policy requires
that two members of the board of directors sign the employee evaluation made
by the board of directors. Similarly, the fourth policy imposes that the head
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<sign policy base>
<sign policy spec id=1 , duty=“sign” propt opt=“*”>

<subj spec>
<cred expr>//Employee</cred expr>

< /subj spec>
<obj spec target=“Employee dossier.xml” path=“//Resume[Emp ID=credID]”/ >

</sign policy spec>
<sign policy spec id=2 , duty=“sign” propt opt=“*”>

<subj spec>
<cred expr> //Manager </cred expr>

< /subj spec>
<obj spec target=“Employee dossier.dtd” path=“//Evaluation”/ >

</sign policy spec>
<sign policy spec id=3 , duty=“joint sign” propt opt=“*”>

<subj spec>
<cred expr> //Board dir member </cred expr>
<cred expr> //Board dir member </cred expr>

< /subj spec>
<obj spec target=“Employee dossier.xml” path=“//Board dir eval”/ >

</sign policy spec>
<sign policy spec id=4 , duty=“sign” propt opt=“*”>

<subj spec>
<cred expr> HR head </cred expr>

< /subj spec>
<obj spec target=“Employee dossier.xml” path=“//hr eval”/ >

</sign policy spec>
<sign policy spec id=5 , duty=“sign” propt opt=“*”>

<subj spec>
<cred expr>//Payroll Depart head|//HR head </cred expr>

< /subj spec>
<obj spec target=“Employee dossier.xml” path=“//career”/ >

</sign policy spec>
</sign policy base>

Fig. 5. An example of signature policy base

of the human resources department signs his/her evaluation. Finally, the last
policy states that a subject, who is both the head of the payroll department
and the head of the human resources department, must sign the portion of the
Employee dossier related to employee’s career. In this example, Π(SPB) =
{sp1, sp2, sp3, sp4, sp5}.

3.3 Signature Policy Semantics

The term signature policy semantics denotes the set of signature duties enacted
by a given signature policy. A signature duty can be represented as a triple
(s, o, d), where s is a tuple of n subjects, with n ≥ 1, d ∈ D is a duty, and o is
a protection object. Note that if d ≡ sign, then n = 1, whereas if d ≡ joint sign,
then n ≥ 2. Before formally defining the semantics of a signature policy, we
introduce some preliminary notations and definitions. In what follows, given
a signature policy sp, subj spec(sp), obj spec(sp), duty(sp), prop opt(sp) de-
note, respectively, the subject specification, the object specification, the duty,
and the propagation option in sp. Moreover, cred expr(sp), target(sp), path(sp)
denote, respectively, the credential expression in the cred expr subelement of
subj spec(sp), the target document/DTD/XML-Schema and the XPath compli-
ant expression on target. Additionally, we define a function Eval, that receives
as input a name of an XML document/DTD/XML-Schema and an XPath com-
pliant expression, and returns true if the input XML document/DTD/XML-
Schema satisfies the XPath compliant expression, false otherwise. Formally, let
target be the name of an XML document, or a DTD, or an XML-Schema, and
path an XPath compliant expression. Then:
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Eval(target, path) =
{

true if target satisfies path
false otherwise

Now, we define the sets of subjects and protection objects by a policy.

Definition 3. (Credential expression semantics). Let sp be a signature pol-
icy, subj spec(sp) be the subject specification in sp, and cred expr(sp) be a
credential expression in subj spec(sp). The semantics of cred expr(sp) is de-
fined as follows:

Φ(cred expr(sp))
def
= {s ∈ S| Eval (X -profile,cred expr(sp)) = true,

/X -profile@sbjID=s}.

Definition 4. (Subject specification semantics). Let sp be a signature pol-
icy, subj spec(sp) be the subject specification in sp, having n cred expr subele-
ments. The semantics of subj spec(sp) is defined as follows:

Ψ(subj spec(sp))
def
= {(s1, . . . , sn) ∈ ×n

i=1Φ(cred expr[i])| si �= sj, ∀i �= j}
where cred expr[i] denotes the i-th cred expr subelement of subj spec(sp).

Whereas the object specification semantics of a signature policy is the set of
portions, denoted by the path attribute of a document d or all the documents,
instances of a DTD/XML Schema, depending on that the target attribute of
the policy denotes the document d or a DTD/XML Schema. Let d name be the
name of an XML document d and path an XPath compliant expression, then:

node set(d name, path)
def
= {n id|n id is the id of a node in d satisfying path}

We use the notation Inst(dtd name/X name) to denote the set of names of
documents instance of the DTD/XML Schema with name dtd name/X name.

Definition 5. (Object specification semantics). Let sp be a signature pol-
icy and let obj spec(sp) be the object specification in sp. The semantics of
obj spec(sp) is defined as follows:

δ(obj spec(sp))
def
=

{
node set(d name, path(sp))=A if target(sp) denotes d⋃

d name∈Inst(target(sp)) A otherwise

In the following, we make use of a particular function, defined as follows: given
n ∈ IN ∪ {∗}, let IE be a set of element identifiers, Succn : IE −→ IP(IE) s.t.
Succn(e id) = X ⊆ IE , where 1) if n = ∗, X contains the identifiers of all the
direct and indirect subelements of e; 2) if n = 0 , X = ∅ ; 3) if n ≥ 1, X contains
the identifiers of all the subelements of e id, that are at most n level down in
the document/DTD/XML Schema hierarchy with respect to e id. Now, we need
to introduce the notion of target nodeset of a signature policy.

Definition 6. (Target nodeset of a signature policy). Let sp be a signature
policy, the target nodeset of sp is defined as follows:

O(sp) = δ(obj spec(sp)) ∪
(⋃

e id∈δ(obj spec(sp)) Succprop−opt(sp)(e id)
)
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We are now ready to introduce the semantics of a signature policy.

Definition 7. (Signature policy semantics). Let sp be a signature policy.
The semantics of sp, denoted as E(sp), is defined as follows:

E(sp)={(s,o,d) | s ∈ Ψ(subj spec(sp)), o∈ O(sp), d=duty(sp)}.

Example 3. Consider the third signature policy sp3 in the SPB in Figure 5. The
semantics of the subject and object specification of sp3 are: Ψ(subj spec(sp3))
= {(si, sj) ∈ S2| si �= sj , with i �= j }, where S is the set of identifiers of
members of the board of directors, δ(obj spec(sp3)) = {&13}. Then, E(sp3) =
{((si, sj), &13,joint sign)| (si, sj) ∈ Ψ(subj spec(sp3))}.

4 System Architecture

In this section, we present the architecture we have designed for the generation
of selectively encrypted and authenticated XML documents according to the
stated access control and signature policies. The architecture, illustrated in Fig-
ure 6, consists of two main modules: the Marking Module and the Encryption and
Signature Module. The Marking Module receives as input an XML document d,
the access control policy and the signature policy base, and marks each portion
of the document with the access control and signature policies, applied to that
portion. When more than one signature policy applies to the same document
portion (for instance a single and a joint signature policy), then a Conflict Res-
olution submodule is activated, that allows the SA to obtain only one signature
policy for each document node, according to a strategy that will be illustrated
in the following section; otherwise the Encryption and Signature Module is im-
mediately activated. This module receives as input the document d, the marking
of d, generated by the Marking Module, and the Conflicts table, generated by
Conflict Resolution module, if it is activated; then, it executes both the encryp-
tion and signature operations. The result is an encrypted and signed document
and two tables, Encryption Info and Signature Info, storing information that al-
lows the receiver subjects to correctly decrypt and verify the authenticity of the
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Fig. 7. Marking of the XML document in Figure 1

received document. The Encryption and Signature Module can operate accord-
ing to two different strategies: encrypt-then-sign and sign-then-encrypt. If the
first strategy is applied, the input document is first encrypted and then signed.
By contrast, if the second strategy is adopted, the signatures are applied on the
clear document and then the encryption process takes place.

4.1 Marking Module

The Marking Module generates a document marking which is defined as follows.

Definition 8. (Document marking). Let d = (Vd, v̄d, Ed, φEd
) be an XML

document. A marking Md of d is a set of triples (el, IDacp, IDsp), where:
1. the first component el can be one of the following:

– an identifier of an element in d, that is, el = e id, e id ∈ V e
d ∪ {v̄d};

– an expression denoting an attribute in d or in one of its elements;
– an expression of the form el = e id.tag, e id ∈ V e

d ∪ {v̄d};
2. IDacp is a set of identifiers of positive access control policies in ACPB,

applying on el, which are not overwritten by negative policies;
3. IDsp is a set of identifiers of signature policies in SPB, applying on el.

An algorithm performing the marking is reported in Appendix A.

Example 4. Consider the XML document in Figure 1, the ACPB, and SPB
illustrated in Figures 3, and 5, respectively. The resulting marking is shown
in Figure 7. In this figure, we denote an access control policy acpi with pi.
Additionally, keyword tag is used to denote that the policy marking applies
only to the start and end tags of the corresponding element.
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4.2 Conflict Resolution

If two different signature policies apply to the same nodeset, then a Conflict
Resolution submodule is invoked. This submodule interacts with the SA, to
decide how different signature policies, applying on the same nodeset, can be
combined. This is a necessary step for signature policies because, differently from
an access control policy, a signature policy states a duty instead of the granting
of an access authorization. As an example, suppose that two different signature
policies apply to the same protection object o: the first requires a signature by
a technical manager, whereas the second requires the signature of the head of
department. The problem is then, who must sign o. An option can be to combine
the duties enacted by the two policies and requiring a joint signature by both the
technical manager and the head of department. An alternative solution can be to
consider one of the two policies as prevailing with respect to the other. However,
whichever solution is adopted, there is the need of a conflict resolution phase,
which decides how different signature policies applying to the same nodeset must
be combined. A necessary step is, thus, to formally state the notion of conflict
between two or more signature policies on a given document. First, we introduce
the notion of view of a document w.r.t. a signature policy, which will be also
necessary to formally state the notion of correct signature. This view is the set
of portions of a document that must be signed according to the given policy.
Definition 9. (View of a document w.r.t. a signature policy). Let d be an
XML document and sp be a signature policy. The view of d w.r.t. sp is defined
as follows:

Vd(sp)
def
=






A ∪ (
⋃

e id∈A Succn(e id)) if target(sp) denotes d or its
DTD/ XML-Schema

∅ otherwise

where A = node set(d name, path(sp)) and n=prop opt(sp).

Definition 10. (Conflict on an XML document). Let d be an XML docu-
ment and SPB be a signature policy base, specified for the source S containing
d. Let {spk}k∈I be a set of signature policies identifiers applying on d, where I
is a set of some id attributes of signature policies in SPB. We say that there is
a conflict among the policies {spk}k∈I on d if the following hold:
1.

⋂
k∈I Vd(spk) �= ∅;

2. Ψ(subj spec(spi)) �= Ψ(subj spec(spj)), ∀i, j ∈ I, i �= j.

In order to support conflict resolution, our system provides the SA with a set of
operators on sets of signature policies, which allow him/her to associate with
them a single signature policy. Given a set of conflicting signature policies,
{spk}k∈I ⊆ Π(SPB), applying on the same nodeset of a document d, we define
the following operators: the choice function fk, with k ∈ I, the concatenation
‘||’, and the and operator ‘∧’. The choice function fk, k ∈ I allows the SA to as-
sociate with the policies in X that signature policy, whose identifier id is equal
to k; the concatenation operator ‘||’ allows the SA to associate with policies
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in X a signature policy, whose duty attribute is joint sign and whose subject
specification contains the concatenation of the credential expressions of each
component policy. The and operator ‘∧’ applies only on signature policies whose
duty attribute is sign and gives as result a signature policy, whose duty is still
sign and whose cred expr is the composition through the XPath symbol ‘|’ of
each credential expression of the component policies. Note that, the resulting
signature policy must apply only on the nodeset of the document on which a
conflict is verified, that is, that resulting from the intersection of the views of
the document with respect to the conflicting policies.

Definition 11. (Conflict resolution operators). Given a set of conflicting
signature policies on an XML document d, X = {spk}k∈I , |I| = n:

(i) if ∀k ∈ I, duty(spk) = sign, ′∧′(X) = spk1
∧. . .∧spkn

def
= s̄p, where s̄p is a

signature policy whose objects specification element denotes
⋂

k∈I Vd(spk),
propt opt(s̄p)=0 duty(s̄p)= sign and cred expr(s̄p) contains
cred expr(spk1)|. . . |cred expr(spkn);

(ii) ∀k ∈ I, fk(X)
def
= spk;

(iii) ∀k ∈ I, ′||′(X) = spk1
|| . . . ||spkn

def
= s̄p, where s̄p is a signature policy

whose objects specification element denotes
⋂

k∈I Vd(spk), propt opt(s̄p)=0,
duty(s̄p)= joint sign and subj spec(s̄p) contains the credential expressions
of all the component policies.

Such modules notifies the SA of conflicts among signature policies and displays
the nodes on which more than one signature policy applies. Then, the SA can
decide how to solve the conflict, choosing among the operators previously intro-
duced. Note that the Conflict resolution phase is not limited to the definition of
the conflict resolution operators, since it is also necessary to modify the nodeset
of conflicting policies to exclude those nodes that are covered by the resulting
signature policy. Thus, the ‘restrict’ operator is defined as follows: given a set
of conflicting signature policies on d, {spk}k∈I , if Vd(spk) − ⋂

i∈I Vd(spi) �= ∅
for some k ∈ I, the operator ‘restrict’ applies on {spk} and gives as result that
signature policy sp’ having the same semantics of spk with the only exception
of the view of the document w.r.t. the signature policy Vd(sp′) = Vd(spk) − A,
where A is the nodeset on which the signature policy spk is in conflict with the
other signature policies in SPB applying on d. Moreover, to uniformly treat both
conflicting and non conflicting policies, the system uses the operator identity for
those signature policies that are not in conflict with other policies on document
d; identity({spk}) = spk, ∀spk ∈ Π(SPB). The output of the Conflict resolu-
tion phase is a table, called Conflicts, with Config, and Operator as attributes:
this table contains an entry for each signature policy configuration IDsp �= ∅.
For each IDsp with |IDsp| > 1 the table contains operator specified by the SA
in order to solve the conflict among the policies in IDsp; for each IDsp with
|IDsp| = 1, if there exists an ID′

sp with |ID′
sp| > 1 such that IDsp ∩ ID′

sp �= ∅
the Operator attribute is set to restrict, otherwise it is set to identity.

Example 5. With reference to the document marking in Figure 7, we observe
that there are two different signature policies applying to the same nodeset,
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having a different subject specification semantics: sp2, sp3 and sp2, sp4. The
SA must decide how these signature policies must be combined. For example,
the SA can decide to combine sp2, sp3 and sp2, sp4 through the concatenation
operator. As a result, node &13 must be signed by two members of the board of
directors and by the manager, node &14, instead, must be signed by the head
of the human resouces department together with the manager. The resulting
Conflicts table is represented in Table 1, where IDi

sp = {sp1}, IDii
sp = {sp2},

IDiii
sp = {sp2, sp3}, IDiv

sp = {sp2, sp4}, IDv
sp = {sp5}.

Table 1. Conflicts Table

Config Operator

IDi
sp identity

IDii
sp restrict

IDiii
sp concatenation

IDiv
sp concatenation

IDv
sp identity

4.3 Correct Signature

An important requirement is to formally state when a document conforms to
the signature policies and, in case of conflicts among the policies on the given
document, to the conflict resolution operators specified for the document. For
this reason, we introduce the notion of correct signature, that is, a signature
that allows the authentication of the correct view of a document.

Definition 12. (Correct signature). Let d be an XML document, SPB be
the signature policy base specified for the source S containing d. The signature
of document d is said to be correct iff both the following hold:
1. for each signature policy specified in SPB, applying on d, whose identifier is

spi, ∃s ∈ Ψ(subj spec(spi)) s.t. Vd(spi) is authenticated by all the subjects
in s, if there are not conflicts on d among the signature policies in SPB;

2. for each signature policy in SPB, applying on d, whose identifier is spi,
∃s ∈ Ψ(subj spec(f(X))) s.t. Vd(f(X)) is authenticated by all the subjects
in s, ∀X, set of signature policies identifiers containing spi applying on the
same nodeset of d, and f is the operator in the Conflicts Table corresponding
to X, if there are conflicts among the signature policies in SPB on d.

4.4 Encryption and Signature Module

The Encryption and Signature Module can work according to two different and
alternative strategies: (1) all document portions to which the same access control
policies apply are encrypted with the same key. Then, the signatures are applied
on the encrypted document; (2) the document is first signed according to the
defined signature policies. Then, all the document portions to which the same
access control policies apply are encrypted with the same key.
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Both the strategies have their advantages and drawbacks. The encrypt-then-sign
strategy has the main advantage of limiting the number of unnecessary decryp-
tion operations. Indeed, the receiver subject can verify the correct signature of
the received document without decrypting it. But, in this case the receiver sub-
ject has to store also the encrypted portion he/she can access in order to be able
to validate the signature subsequently [6]. By contrast, the sign-then-encrypt
strategy has the advantage that the document server is not forced to apply sig-
natures on an encrypted content as in the other strategy. On the other side,
security considerations impose on us the encryption of digital signatures along
with the signed data. The SA can select the strategy that better fits the charac-
teristics of the considered application domain, such as the security requirements,
the time costs of the operations and so on. The algorithms for both strategies are
presented in Figures 9, and 10, respectively in Appendix A. Both algorithms re-
ceive as input a document, its marking and the Conflicts table, whenever some
of the signature policies applying on the document are in conflicts; they generate
the encrypted and signed document along with the tables Encryption Info and
Signature Info, which contains information allowing the receiver subjects to
correct decrypt and verify the authenticity of the document portions for which
he/she has the authorization.

The notion of correct signature has been introduced in Section 4.3, whereas
the notion of correct encryption [3] refers to the possibility for each subject
of obtaining all and only the keys necessary to decrypt the document portions
for which he/she has a proper authorization. When we selectively encrypt a
document that will be authenticated or that has been signed according to the
stated signature policies, we have to operate in such way that the receiving
subject is able to verify the authenticity of the document portions for which
he/she has the authorization. This is a non trivial issue. Indeed, consider the
sign-then-encrypt strategy and suppose that a subject signs a document portion
which must be encrypted with different keys. Suppose moreover than one of the
receiver subjects has the authorization to view only a part of the signed portion.
Thus, he/she is not able to validate the signature. For this reason, we have to
introduce the following definition, that always make a subject able to verify the
signatures applying on document portions he/she is authorized to access.

In the following, SPB′ denotes an XML document, structured as SPB, con-
taining the signature policies specified during the Conflict Resolution phase.

Definition 13. (Correct composition of encryption and signature op-
erations). Let S be an XML source, ACPB and SPB be the access control and
signature policy base respectively, defined for S and let d be an XML document
in S. Let Sd be the identifiers of subjects to which the encryption of d should be
delivered. The composition of encryption and signature operations is said to be
correct iff the following requirements hold:
1. the encryption of document d is correct;
2. the signature of document d is correct;
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3. ∀s ∈ Sd and for each access control policy in ACPB with identifier acpi

such that s ∈ Φ(cred expr(acpi)), and for each signature policy in SPB or
in SPB′ with identifier spj such that Vd(acpi ) ∩ Vd(spj) �= ∅, then s must
be able to verify the authenticity of Vd(acpi) ∩ Vd(spj).

We can prove that the proposed algorithms generate a correct composition
of signature and encryption operations.

Theorem 1. Let S be an XML source, ACPB and SPB be the access control
and signature policy base respectively, defined for S. The composition of encryp-
tion and signature operations realized through Algorithms 1, 2 or 3 is correct.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have proposed an XML-based language for specifying creden-
tial-based signature policies. The language allows the specification of both single
and joint signatures. Additionally, we have described the system architecture
supporting the generation of selectively encrypted and signed XML documents,
according to the stated access control and signature policies. Future work in-
cludes the development of a prototype implementation of the proposed system,
and an extensive investigation of the performance of the two strategies we have
proposed (i.e., sign-then-encrypt and encrypt-then-sign). Moreover, we plan to
apply and, possibly extend, our approach to SOAP. Finally, we plan to address
the problem of signature policy conflicts, to devise semiautomatic conflict resolu-
tion and analysis techniques for policy bases in order to detect potential conflicts
when policies are specified, and to allow conflicts resolution also at DTD/XML
Schema level.
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A Algorithms

The marking algorithm receives as input a document, the access control pol-
icy base and the signature policy and generates the corresponding marking.
This algorithm makes use of function ‘Add()’. The result of the statement ‘Add
(el, acpi, . . .) to Md’ is the addition of element (el, IDacp, ∅) to marking Md,
where IDacp = {acpi}, if there does not exist a triple containing el in Md. Oth-
erwise, it is the addition of acpi to the set of access control policies identifiers,
IDacp, in that triple. Moreover the statement ‘Add (el, . . . , spi) to Md’ is the
addition of element (el, ∅, IDsp) to marking Md, where IDsp = {spi}, if there
does not exist a triple containing el in Md. Otherwise, it is the addition of the
signature policy identifier spi to the set of signature policies identifiers, denoted
with IDsp, third component of that triple, whose first component is el.

The Algorithms presented in Figures 9, and 10, respectively, first, gener-
ate the sets mark1 and mark2, whose elements are sets of access control and
signature policies identifiers, belonging to the document marking. For each el-
ement l in mark1, they generate a family of sets, {El}l∈MARK1, each of those
contains elements and attributes marked with the access control policy configu-
ration identified by l; moreover, they generate the set of all elements which are
not covered by any access control policy, identified by DEFAULT string. Then,
if the Encrypt-then-Sign Algorithm is selected, the family {Tm}m∈MARK2 is
computed, where Tm is the set of elements and attributes to which the same
signature policy configuration m applies. The algorithm builds a table, named
Signature Info: each entry of this table has the form (m, Om), where Om is
a list of offsets, which allows one to identify the portion Tm in the encrypted
document, which is signed according to m. Then, the encryption operation is
executed: for each distinct group El, the algorithm generates a different key,
which is used to encrypt the nodes members of the group. The algorithm builds
a second table, named Encryption Info, that contains information on the keys
implied by each access control policy configuration that can be applied to the
input document. Each entry of the table has the form (l, El, key), where l be-
longs to mark1, El is the set of nodes marked with the access control policy
identifier l, and key is an encryption key generated for this portion. Finally,
the signing process takes place using the strategies defined by the W3C for the
XML Signature [7]. For each signature policy identifier m in mark2 an XML
document, called Signatures with m as identifier, is built: it will contain all the
XML Signatures of Tm, according to the signature policies specified in SPB or
resulting from the Conflict Resolution phase, whenever there are conflicts among
the policies in SPB. Differently from Algorithm 2, the Sign-then-Encrypt Al-
gorithm first generates the signatures of the document and then encrypts each
block El along with all the signatures of portion of El, using the strategies illus-
trated above. In order to allow a correct composition of encryption and signature
operations, each subject, who has to sign a document portion X, must affix one
signature on each non empty portion X ∩ El, where l belongs to mark1. Thus,
given a document portion X whose nodes are marked with the signature policy
identifier m, m ∈ mark2, Algorithm 3 generates the families {Tlm}l∈MARK1,
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Algorithm 1 The Marking Algorithm

INPUT: An XML document d = (Vd, v̄d, Ed, φEd
), ACPB and SPB.

OUTPUT: The marking Md of document d

1. Let Πd(ACPB) = {acpi | i = id, where id is the attribute of a browsing policy in ACPB
s.t. ∃ (s,o,p) ∈ E(acpi) 1 where the id of d appears in o}

2. Md is initialized to be empty
3. For each acpi∈ Πd(ACPB):

(a) If path(acpi) denotes a set of elements of d:
Let E′ = {id | id is the identifier of an element in d denoted by path(acpi)}
Let E∗ = {e id | e′ id ∈ E′ and e id ∈ Succprop opt(acpi)(e′ id)}
For each e id ∈ E′ ∪ E∗:

case priv(acpi) of
browse-all: Add (e id,acpi,. . .) to Md

view: If e id does not have IDREF(s)/URI(s) attributes: Add (e id,acpi,. . .)
to Md

else: For each non IDREF(s)/URI(s) attributes a in e id:
Add (e id.a,acpi,. . .) to Md

navigate: If e id does not have non IDREF(s)/URI(s) attributes:
Add (e id,acpi,. . .) to Md

else: For each IDREF(s)/URI(s) attributes a in e id:
Add (e id.a, acpi,. . .) to Md

(b) If path(acpi) denotes a set of attributes A:
For each a ∈ A:

Let e id be the identifier of the element to which a belongs to
Add (e id.a,acpi,. . .) to Md

endfor
4. For each e id ∈ IE such that ∃(el, IDacp,. . . ) ∈ Md, el = e id.a:

Let A be the set of attributes in e id

Let S =
⋃

a∈A
IDacp, where IDacp ⊆ ACPB s.t. (e id.a, IDacp,. . . ) ∈ Md}

If ∃ID′
acp ⊆ ACPB such that (e id, ID′

acp,. . . ) ∈ Md

Replace (e id, ID′
acp,. . .) with (e id.tag, ID′

acp ∪ S,. . .) ∈ Md

For each a ∈ A: Add (e id.a, ID′
acp,. . .) to Md

else: Add(e id.tag, S,. . .) to Md

endfor
5. Let Πd(SPB) = {spi | i = id, where id is the attribute of a policy in SPB

s.t. ∃ (s̄,o,d) ∈ E(spi) where the id of d appears in o}
6. For each spi∈ Πd(SPB):

(a) If path(spi) denotes a set of elements of d:
Let E′ = {id | id is the identifier of an element in d denoted by path(spi)}
Let E∗ = {e id | e′ id ∈ E′ and e id ∈ Succprop opt(spi)(e′ id)}
For each e id ∈ E′ ∪ E∗: Add (e id,. . .,spi) to Md

(b) If path(spi) denotes a set of attributes A:
For each a ∈ A:

Let e id be the identifier of the element to which a belongs to
Add (e id.a,. . .,spi) to Md

endfor

Fig. 8. The Marking Algorithm

where Tlm = X ∩ El, that is, the document portion encrypted with the same
key to which the signature policy m applies. Then, for each element l in mark1,
an XML document, called Signatures with l as identifier, is built: it will contain
all the XML Signatures of Tlm, according to the signature policies specified in
SPB or resulting from the Conflict Resolution phase, whenever there are con-
flicts among the policies in SPB. Finally, each block El along with the XML
document and the Signatures with l as ID attribute, is encrypted.
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Algorithm 2 The Encrypt-then-Sign Algorithm

INPUT: An XML document d, its marking Md [the table Conflicts].
OUTPUT: de, the encrypted and signed version of d, Encryption Info and Signature Info.

1. mark1 = ∅, mark2 = ∅
2. Let d′ be a copy of d
3. For each (el, IDacp, IDsp) ∈ Md:

If ((IDacp 	= ∅) and (IDacp 	∈ mark1)): Add IDacp to mark1
If ((IDsp 	= ∅) and (IDsp 	∈ mark2)): Add IDsp to mark2

4. For ēach l ∈ mark1: Let El = {el | (el, IDacp, IDsp) ∈ Md and IDacp = l}
5. l = DEFAULT
6. Let El be the complementary set of

⋃
r∈MARK1

Er in V e
d ∪ V a

d

7. If El 	= ∅: Add l to mark1
8. For each m ∈ mark2:

Let Tm = {el | (el, IDacp, IDsp) ∈ Md and IDsp = m}
Compute the list Om of sequences of offsets of Tm

Insert (m, Om) in table Signature Info
9. For each l ∈ mark1:

Generate a key k
Add (l,El,k) to Encryption Info
For each el ∈ El:

If el denotes a node n: Encrypt n in d′ with k
If el denotes the start and end tags of an element e:

Encrypt the tags of e in d′ with k
10. If there are conflicts in SPB:

For each m ∈ mark2:
Generate an XML document Signatures with m as signature id
Select Operator from table Conflicts where Config attribute is equal to m
Case Operator = identity or restrict|choiceα

For each i ∈ [1, count(cred expr(spk))] with spk ∈ m|k = α
Insert a detached XML Signature into Signatures document
Select a subject s ∈ Φ(cred expr[i](spk))
If s 	= sj with 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1

Require the signature of SignedInfo element by the subject s
si = s
Insert the public key of s in KeyInfo

Case Operator = and
Insert a detached XML Signature into Signatures document
Select a subject s ∈

⋂
spk∈m

Φ(cred expr(spk)):

Require the signature of SignedInfo element by the subject s
Insert the public key of s in KeyInfo

Case Operator = concatenation
For each spk ∈ m :

For each i ∈ [1, count(cred expr(spk)]
Insert a detached XML Signature into Signatures document
Select a subject s ∈ Φ(cred expr[i](spk))
If s 	= sj with 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1
Require the signature of SignedInfo element by the subject s
si = s
Insert the public key of s in KeyInfo

else
For each m ∈ mark2:

Generate an XML document Signatures with m as signature id
For each i ∈ [1, count(cred expr(spk))] with spk ∈ m

Insert a detached XML Signature into Signatures document
Select a subject s ∈ Φ(cred expr[i](spk))
If s 	= sj with 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1

Require the signature of SignedInfo element by the subject s
si = s
Insert the public key of s in KeyInfo

endif

Fig. 9. The Encrypt-then-Sign Algorithm
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Algorithm 3 The Sign-then-Encrypt Algorithm

INPUT: An XML document d, its marking Md [and the Table Conflicts].
OUTPUT: de, the encrypted and signed version of d, Encryption Info and Signature Info.

1. mark1 = ∅, mark2 = ∅
2. Let d′ be a copy of d
3. For each (el, IDacp, IDsp) ∈ Md:

If ((IDacp 	= ∅) and (IDacp 	∈ mark1)): Add IDacp to mark1
If ((IDsp 	= ∅) and (IDsp 	∈ mark2)): Add IDsp to mark2

4. For ēach l ∈ mark1: Let El = {el | (el, IDacp, IDsp) ∈ Md and IDacp = l}
5. l = DEFAULT
6. Let El be the complementary set of

⋃
r∈MARK1

Er in V e
d ∪ V a

d

7. If El 	= ∅: Add l to mark1
8. For each l ∈ mark1:

Let Tlm = {el | el ∈ El, IDsp 	= Null, m = IDsp}
Generate an XML document Signatures with l as ID attribute

9. For each m ∈ mark2:
For each Txy, where y = m

Compute the list Oxm of sequences of offsets of Txm

Insert ((x, m), Oxm) in Table Signature Info
If there are conflicts in SPB:
Select Operator from table Conflicts where Config attribute is equal to m
Case Operator = identity or restrict|choiceα

For each i ∈ [1, count(cred expr(spk))] with spk ∈ m|k = α
Insert a detached XML Signature into Signatures document with x as id
Select a subject s ∈ Φ(cred expr[i](spk))
If s 	= sj with 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1

Require the signature of SignedInfo element by the subject s
si = s
Insert the public key of s in KeyInfo

Case Operator = and
Insert a detached XML Signature into Signatures document with x as id

Select a subject s ∈
⋃

spk∈m
Φ(cred expr(spk)):

Require the signature of SignedInfo element by the subject s
Insert the public key of s in KeyInfo

Case Operator = concatenation
For each spk ∈ m :

For each i ∈ [1, count(cred expr(spk)]
Insert a detached XML Signature into Signatures document with x as id
Select a subject s ∈ Φ(cred expr[i](spk))
If s 	= sj with 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1
Require the signature of SignedInfo element by the subject s
si = s
Insert the public key of s in KeyInfo

else
For each i ∈ [1, count(cred expr(spk))] with spk ∈ m

Insert a detached XML Signature into Signatures document with x as id
Select a subject s ∈ Φ(cred expr[i](spk))
If s 	= sj with 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1

Require the signature of SignedInfo element by the subject s
si = s
Insert the public key of s in KeyInfo

10. For each l ∈ mark1:
Generate a key k
Add (l,El,k) to Encryption Info
For each el ∈ El:

If el denotes a node n: Encrypt n in d′ with k
If el denotes the start and end tags of an element e:

Encrypt the tags of e in d′ with k
Encrypt the Signatures document with l as id

endfor

Fig. 10. The Sign-then-Encrypt Algorithm
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B Proof

Proof of Theorem 1. Let S be an XML source, ACPB and SPB be the access
control and signature policy base respectively, defined for S, and let d be an XML
document in S and let Sd be the identifiers of subject to which the encryption
of d should be delivered. By Definition 13 we have to prove:
1. the encryption of document d is correct;
2. the signature of document d is correct;
3. ∀s ∈ Sd and for each access control policy in ACPB with identifier acpi such

that s ∈ Φ(cred expr(acpi)), and for each signature policy in SPB or in
SPB′, in case of conflicts among the policies in SPB on document d, with
identifier spj such that Vd(acpi )∩Vd(spj) �= ∅, then s must be able to verify
the authenticity of Vd(acpi) ∩ Vd(spj).

for each document d belonging to S or istance of a DTD/XML Schema in S.

We do not report here the correctness proof for encryption since it is very
similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [3]. First of all, we concentrate on the
correctness proof for signature. Let d be an XML document in source S. We
consider a signature policy specified in SPB, applying on d, whose identifier is
spi ∈ Π(SPB), since target(spi) denotes the document d or its DTD/XML
Schema. Thus, set Πd(SPB) computed by step 5) of Algorithm 1 includes spi.
Thus, spi is considered during the execution of step 6) of the algorithm. Several
cases can arise, based on the form of path(spi). Let us consider all these cases
in turn:
1. path(spi) denotes a set of elements in d. Let E be the set of the identifiers

of the elements of d denoted by path(spi). Step 6a) of Algorithm 1 is exe-
cuted. By Definition 9, Vd(spi) depends on the propagation option in spi. If
prop opt(spi) = *, then the view contains all the elements in E and all the
subelements of elements in E. If prop opt(spi) = 0, then the view contains
all the elements in E, whereas if prop opt(spi) = n, n ≥ 1, then the view
contains all the elements in E and all the subelements of elements in E from
the direct subelements going down n levels in the document hierarchy. In all
the above cases, the set of identifiers of the elements belonging to the view,
is equal to set E

′ ∪E∗, where E∗ and E
′
are the sets computed at the begin-

ning of step 6a). Thus, at the end of step 6a) for all and only e id ∈ E
′ ∪E∗,

∃(el, . . . , IDsp) ∈ Md such that el = e id and sp ∈ IDsp, that is elements in
E

′ ∪ E∗ are marked with IDsp. No other element of d is marked with IDsp.
2. path(spi) denotes a set of attributes of document d. Let A be the set of such

attributes. In this case, by Definition 9, Vd(sp) is equal to the set of elements
that contain at least an attribute in A, from which all the attributes which
do not appear in A have been removed. Since path(spi) denotes a set of
attributes, step 6b) of Algorithm 1 is executed. At the end of this step, for
all and only the attributes a ∈ A, ∃(el, . . . , IDsp) ∈ Md such that el = e id.a,
e id ∈ IE , spi ∈ IDsp, where e id is the identifier of the element that contains
attribute a. It is easy to verify that for all and only the attributes a ∈ A,
∃(el, . . . , IDsp) ∈ Md such that el equal to e id.a, sp ∈ IDsp, where e id is
the identifier of the element that contains a. Thus, the marking phase takes
place correctly.
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Then, we prove that the signature operation is performed according to the doc-
ument marking and the At first we suppose that there are conflicts among the
signature policies in SPB on document d. Since spi ∈ Πd(SPB), there exists
at least a signature policies configuration IDsp such that IDsp ⊇ spi. Let f be
the operator corresponding to IDsp in table Conflicts, if |IDsp| > 1, for each
s̄p = f(IDsp) Vd(s̄p) =

⋂
spk∈IDsp

Vd(spk) and it is easy to prove that Vd(s̄p)
is equal to the following set {el| (el, IDacp, ID′

sp) ∈ Md s.t.ID′
sp = IDsp}. The

Encrypt-then-Sign Algorithm selects the set Tm = {el| (el, IDacp, IDsp) ∈ Md

s.t.IDsp = m}, which is equal to Vd(s̄p), whereas the Sign-then-Encrypt Algo-
rithm selects for each l the set Tlm, such that

⋃
l Tlm is equal to Vd(s̄p). Both

the algorithms require for this nodeset the signature of a tuple of subjects ac-
cording to the operator corresponding to IDsp in table Conflicts, specified by
the SA. If the Operator attribute is equal to ‘and′, the system selects a sub-
ject s belonging to

⋂
spk∈IDsp=mΦ(cred expr(spk)). If the Operator attribute

is equal to concatenation, for each spk∈ IDsp = m and for each cred expr in
subj spec(spk), the system requires the signature of a subject s belonging to
Φ(cred expr). Finally, if the Operator attribute is equal to choiceα, where α is
an id attribute of a signature policy in IDsp, for each cred expr in subj spec(spk),
where k = α, the system requires the signature of a subject s such that his/her
X -Profile satisfies cred expr. In all these cases, the selected subjects belong to
Ψ(subj spec(s̄p)). If |IDsp| = 1, that is IDsp = {spi} for some policy identi-
fier i, and ∃ID′

sp, with |ID′
sp| > 1 such that IDsp ∩ ID′

sp �= ∅, the Operator
attribute f is equal to restrict. It is evident that Vd(s̄p) , with s̄p ∈ f(IDsp)
is equal to {el| (el, IDacp, ID′

sp) ∈ Md s.t.ID′
sp = IDsp}. Both the algorithms

2, and 3 require the signature of all Vd(sp) or of a partition of its by a tuple
of subjects s̄ ∈ Ψ(subj spec(s̄p)) = Ψ(subj spec(spi)). Otherwise, the Operator
attribute f is set to identity in the Conflict Resolution phase. As above, the algo-
rithms 2, and 3 require the signature of all Vd(s̄p) = {el| (el, IDacp, ID′

sp) ∈ Md

s.t.ID′
sp = IDsp}, with s̄p ∈ f(IDsp) or of a partition of its by a tuple of sub-

jects s̄ ∈ Ψ(subj spec(s̄p)) = Ψ(subj spec(spi)). Analogously, if there are not
conflicts among the signature policies in SPB on document d, the signature of
document d is correct.

Now, we have to prove the third condition. Let s be a subject to which the
encrypted and signed document d should be delivered. Suppose that s belongs
to Φ(cred expr(acpi)), where acpi is the identifier of an access control policy
in ACPB, both the Algorithms 2, and 3 allow the receiver subject s to verify
the authenticity of Vd(acpi) ∩ Vd(spj), for each signature policy spj in SPB
or SPB′. Indeed, according the strategy encrypt-then-sign s can verify the
authenticity of all Vd(spj) and, thus, the authenticity of Vd(acpi) ∩ Vd(spj). By
contrast, according to the sign-then-encrypt strategy, the receiving subject s can
verify the authenticity of all the partitions of Vd(acpi) ∩ Vd(spj). �
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